The linear programming relaxation of the zero·one optimiza.tion problem to schedule n independent tasks nonpreemptivdy on m unrelated processors with the objective of minimizing the maximum completion time is considered. This relaxed problem is solved by mapping tasks into m-I dimensional unit simplex Am-l and by dividing it into m sub-simplexes (hyper cones), where each processor processes the tasks or the fractions of tasks whose images locate inside (including boundaries) of corresponded sub-simplex. The properties of the division of Am-l (the associat,~d partition of tasks) which generates the optimum relaxed solution and the existence of such a division are shown as two Theorems. They are proved, first, abstractly using Duality Theorem, and then dlfectly.
Introduction
We are given a set T = {T I , T2"'" Tn} of n independent tasks and a set P = {PI, P l , ... , Pm} of m unrelated processors. Task Ti(i = 1,2, __ .,n) becomes available for execution at time zero and requires a positive processing time {lij if it is scheduled on processor
The problem is to schedule T on P so that the maximum completion time is minimized. Such a schedule is called an optimum schedule. The decision problem of determining whether T can be processed within a given finishing time is known to be NP-complete even in the case of two( m = 2) identical processors[I,3J. Hence it is unlikely that the polynomial time exact algorithm can be found to solve the problem. So the investigation has been directed to heuristic algorithms which provide an approximate solution.
Horowitz and Sahni[4J proposed an E-approximate algorithm of time complexity Q( n 2m / E) which can generate schedules arbitrarily close to the optimum for general m. Several heuristics were analyzed by Ibarra and Kim [5] . They also presented an n log n time 6-approximate (with fixed worst-case performance ratio 1 +6) algorithm for m = 2 processors case, which is guaranteed to be at most (1+V5)/2 times worse than the optimum (6 ~ 0.6).
Davis and Jaffe[2J presented several heurjstics using the notion of efficiency for general m, and proved them to be at most 2..;m '" 1.5..;m times worse than the optimum. Potts[lOJ developed a linear programming based heuristic for general m. This algorithm has a worstcase performance ratio of 2 for m > 3, and a modified version of it for m = 2 has a ratio 1.5. Lenstra et al. [7] presented an algorithm based on the similar idea to [10J which has better time complexity and the same error bound. Recently, Numata[9J proposed an Eapproximate algorithms for the case m = 2 which runs faster than [4J and generates more precise schedules than [5,7,10J . Most of these works, explicitly or implicitly, make use of the linear programming relaxation in order to determine an initial solution, to estimate errors, or to guide a heuristic procedure, where inherent properties of the relaxed optimum solution to this problem plays an essential role. Of course, it is necessary to compute numerical solutions. But such general methods as simplex method or alternative ones take not a little running time to find a solution, so fast algorithms based on the special structure of the problem (i.e. solution) are desired by approximate heuristics which solve relaxed problems repeatedly many times. From these points of view, few researches are known except for the case of m =2.
In this paper we consider the linear programming relaxation problem of the general unrelated processors system. In section 2 by normalizing m-tuple (J-lil, J-li2, . .. ,J-lim), task Ti is mapped into the m -1 dimensional unit simplex A m -I in R m (i = 1,2, ... , n). In section 3 we divide A m -I into m sub-simplexes, which correspond to m processors, under a certain constraint, where the tasks or the task-fractions whose images locate inside of a subsimplex are assigned to the corresponded processor, and those on a boundary are shared at certain ratio by the processors (sub-simplexes) which constitute the boundary. Then, we present Theorem 1 that asserts the existence of the division which satisfies specified conditions and Theorem 2 that assures such a division generates the optimum relaxed solution. In section 4, first, these theorems are proved abstractly using Duality Theorem, and then directly. The latter elementary but intuitive proofs are helpful to guide the algorithm which directly determines the (near) optimum division of Am-I' Applications of these theorems are discussed in section 5.
Preliminaries
When m = 2, using continuous 
In [6] , execution times list (/lil, /li2) of Ti is regarded as coordinates of a point and is plotted on a plane R2. Then, solution of (2.1) is found by using the slopes of lines connecting the origin and these points as the index (Fig.l) . Instead of the slope, we can use the point
as an equivalent index. This corresponds to projecting tasks to points on the segment connecting (0,1) and (1,0) (Fig.2) . The solution is to assign points (tasks) to PI from the side of (0,1) and to P 2 from (1,0) one by one so that the processing times of both processors may become equal, where the last assigned task may be divided to both PI and P 2 at some ratio (see Fig.3 ).
(0,1) When increasing the number of processors to m = 3, we can consider the problem in the same way by mapping tasks to points on the equilateral triangle (2-dimensional simplex Az) that consists of three vertices (0,0,1) (0,1,0) and (1,0,0) (Fig.4) . 
Definitions and Theorems
We call a part of a task "task-fraction", and let 0 . Ti denote the 0 part of Ti (0 :::; 0 :::; 1). Since Xij denote the ratio of Ti which is processed on Pj, so Vj means the set of all taskfractions that is processed by Pj. The schedule length of the partition X ~ {Vj} is noted and defined as length( X) = maxlli(Vj). A partition is said to be "even", if it is natural to assign tasks near this face to processor Pj. Such a partition as this is called a-simple one. More strictly, a task partition {Vj} of the given T is a-simple, if and only if Since a task on a boundary may belong at arbitrary ratios to more than one VjS corresponded to sub-simplexes (processors) which share the boundary, it should be noted that infinitely many o:-simple partitions exist for a fixed a.
After the above preparations, we have the following theorems. Theorem 2 describes the sufficient condition of the optimum relaxed solution in terms of the task partition in Am-I, and Theorem 1 asserts the existence of the partition that satisfies this condition.
Proofs
In this section we prove Theorem 1 and 2, assuming without loss of generality that
If Jlij = 0 then it suffices to assign Ti to Pj (this assignment has no effect on processors)
and consider the remaining T -{Ti}.
Proof by Duality Theorem
Problem (3.1) is rewritten as mInImIZe z=y n subject to
Associating dual variables ~l , ~2' ... , ~m with first m constraints of (4.2) and 771,772, ... ,77n with remaining n (equality) constraints, we have the following dual problem mruomIze subject to (4.3)
Since (4.2) has the bounded optimum solution, so (4.3) also does. Let z, y and Xij (i = 1,2, ... , n; j = 1,2, ... , m) be the optimum solution of (4.2) and w, ~j (j = 1,2, ... , m) and i' Ji (i = 1,2, ... , n) be that of (4.3), where z = w. And let Vj be the set of task-fractions
First mn constraints of (4.
Since the objective function of (4.3), w = 2:7=1 77i is maximized, these constraints must be satisfied with equality at the optimum point. That is, it holds that implies that z > O. These contradict w = z.
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Here, Duality Theorem (complementary slackness condition, see e.g. [6] ) asserts that
and that
From (4.5) and (4.6) it holds that
that is, (4.8)
Next, let i; be \O(1/~I' 1/~2"'" 1/~m) (it is possible by (4.5)), that is,
The hyper-cone (sub-simplex) Ch(i;) determined by vertex i; and base Ihl is written as:
(by reversing the inequality symbol and ratios of both sides of the definition formula of 
The existence of i; = (AI ~1' A/~2' ... , A/~m) and (4.8),( 4.9) and (4.10) complete the proofs of Theorem 1 and 2 at the same time.
D
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holds, then all tasks belong to Cm(ti). Therefore, we have (Fig.9 ). In short, the region ofCm(ti) shrinks monotonously ( As 8 is increased like this, it occurs that boundaries pass tasks. When a boundary meets a task, keeping 8 stationary, we decrease the percentage with which the task belongs to Vm little by little. The task which at first entirely belongs to Vm is gradually shifted to the participant Vj of the boundary. If boundaries meet more than one tasks at the same time, these tasks are treated in sequence. When 8 takes the value 8 1 which is sufficiently close to 1 at last, Cm (a) does not contain any task. So we have And, by hypothesis of induction, under these given ratios among 01 ""' Oh , adjustment of mutual ratios among 0h+l,Oh+2, .. . ,Om (=f. 0) realizes (see Fig.14) (4.11)
We assume that (4.11) holds at a = aa, and let 0° denote ' E7;:; o~. Here let Lh~m be the value of Jlh(-) ""' !-lm(-) when (4.11) is realized, that is
Now we have
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h· '" aries meet more than one tasks at the same time, these tasks are treated in sequence.
We assume without loss of generality that T" is on the boundary between Ch(&OO) and Ca(a OO ) (1 ~ a :::; h -1) (if otherwise then reindex h '" m). If Tx is also on the boundary between some of Ch '" Cm and belongs to more than one of V h '" V m , then Tx is assumed to be divided into sub-tasks according to the percentages with which it is shared by them ( Fig.15) . After these preparations, we apply the following Operation 2 to the partition state ( T. We select from possibly plural X*s (there may be many optimum solutions when (3.1) degenerates), X*, one of the partition that has the smallest #T (= Vo) among all that gives the minimum schedule length. Let T = (:r..jk) be the shifting of task-fractions which changes XO into X*. Now by these assumptions of a reduction to absurdity we have
• length(X*) < length(XO)
• #T = Vo • Any exchange of task-fractions T' (applicable to XO) s.t. # T' < Vo can not change XO into the partition that gives the schedule length less than or equal to length(X*) (= length(X*)). In the followings we consider the directed graph G( T) whose vertices are corresponded to processors PI, P 2 , ..• , Pm and which has the edge from P j to P k if and only if Ejk i-<p.
When XO is changed into X* by T, from every processor some task-fractions must be shifted to others. That is 1,2, . .. ,e (see Fig. 19 ).
Optimum Relaxed Solution [or Schedulins

Fig.19 cycle of G( T)
Here we apply the follO'wing Operation 3 to this cycle (sequenee ef processors). TO' keep nO'tatiO'ns compact, prO'e€$SOrs are reindexed so that the index j!J on the cycle is cilanged to $ ($ ::::< 1,2, ... I e, where e + 1 El). [7, 9) . So it is needed to solve them as fast as possible. Theorem 1 and 2 give the possibility to obtain the solution of (3.1) faster than by such general methods as Simplex or Interior ones.
Ils(w)
In the case of m = 2, the optimum value of a E Al can be found directly in G( n)
time. This is implicitly used in [8) . When m = 3, the G(nlogn) algorithm which finds a-simple and almost even (even within cert.ain error bound) partition of T is guided naturally by considering the process of the proof of Theorem 1. Using this procedure we can construct an approximate algorithm with worst case performance ratio 5/3 based on the idea of partial enumeration (essentially similar to [8) ). It solves several hundred variants of (3.1), but takes no more than a second or so to produce the approximate solution for n == 50 on ordinary large scale computer. step3: adjust 8 and update task assignment step4: if schedule length is improvable then goto step1 else stop, seems to work similarly to (dual) Simplex method. But updating both a and task assignment (i.e. exchange of basic variables) needs relatively small operations, so this procedure is expected to run faster than general methods.
Furthermore our Theorems can be used in order to prepare the initial basic wlution (initial task assignment) for various methods.
Conclusion
By extending the study of the case m = 2, we introduced a new approach to the problem (3.1) which uses m -1 dimensional unit simplex Am-I' Theorems which interpret the optimum solution of (3.1) as the certain division of A m -I i.e. the even and a-simple partition of T are interesting by themselves. The compact proof using Duality Theorem is convincible of the correctness of these theorems. On the other hand the elementary and lengthy proofs give helpful informations to design direct search algorithms of the optimum a as stated in the previous section.
Numerical experiments on the approximate algorithm for m = 3 are under way, including the comparison with other methods. To complete the direct search algorithms for general m is the subject of following works.
Lemma A2. PI whose T is replaced with T is true, That is, after I1hO '" I1rnO are re-equalized for T, it holds that
Lh~m -f 'l1h(Tx) :::; L~~m < Lh~m'
proof of Lemma A2
First, we show that L~~m < Lh~m' Since G( T) has no cycle, there exists the following finite sequence of processors which starts from Ph and terminate at some processor Pje to which no task-fraction is shifted from any other processor during Operation 2 (Fig. A.2 
0'/.
(because 1 ~ j e ~ h -1) . The same discussions about the above sequence as in the latter half of proof of Lemma A2 conclude that je belongs to {l, 2, ... , h -I}. Multiplication of (in)equalities representing movements of the boundaries between every two consecutives of Ca, Cb == Cjl' Ch, ... , Cj'_il Cj" Ca bring the contradiction that 1 < 1, hence PI holds. 0 proof of P2 PI assures that the partition XI ~ {Vj} of T is kept to be even for h '" m and a-simple when the task set is restored to original T. (the value of Lh~m is also unchanged). Consequently Lemma A2 holds for the original task set T. In other words Operation 2 changes the partition for T from X to XI. 
